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About PROTIC
A special program within a high school in Quebec 

City. 

Focuses on new pedagogical approaches that 
integrate information and communication 
technology.  

Many classes in the PROTIC program participate in 
the Knowledge Building International Project.
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About PROTIC
Students learn in a 1-1 laptop environment.
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Objectives of the PROTIC program vs. KBIP
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Objective of the PROTIC 
program

Description How participation in KBIP 
helps to achieve the 
objectives of PROTIC

Entrepreneurial culture Developing entrepreneurial 
skills (motivation, team work 
etc.) to promote the 
development of active 
citizens

Students take ownership of 
research. They work in 
teams to deepen their 
understanding of research 
questions.

Technological culture Youth are active and 
experienced users of 
technology

Students use 
videoconferencing, online 
forums and the internet.

Language skills Oral and written 
communication in English 
and French

Students present their 
findings at international 
meetings in English and 
French.

Exposure to the world Curriculum that introduces 
students to all aspects of 
society (social sciences, 
natural sciences, arts)

Students collaborate with 
peers in other countries. 
They understand their 
research topics from various 
international perspectives.



The study context
Three classes of grade 7 and 8 students (12 and 13 year 

olds).

The project ran from February to June 2011.

The students developed their own research questions 
emerging from current issues in the region of Quebec.

Students were divided into teams of specialists in order to 
collaboratively investigate their questions further.

Students conducted research and collaborated in the KF.

They presented their research findings at international 
meetings with other classes.5



Student Research Questions 

1. How does the 
pH level in the 
water of the St. 
Lawrence River 
affect the 
biodiversity level 
in the area?
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2. Why are there more fish on the south shore of  the St. 
Lawrence river in Quebec compared to the north shore?



Example of a student’s 
contribution in the KF

Example of student note in 
KF with types of 

contribution highlighted 
( inference, synthesis etc.)

inference
synthesis of learning



Outcomes of participation  
Students' Perspectives

Developing roles as citizens: « By polluting, we 
endanger species of plants, animals and hurt 
ourselves. »

Communication and Knowledge Deepening: « We 
participated in class discussions in the Knowledge 
Forum, asked questions and developed our answers. »

Research skills: « We experimented in labs, learning 
how to manipulate objects and find the pH level of a 
substance. »
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In the students' own 
words...



Conclusion

     KBIP allowed PROTIC students to deepen their 
understanding of sustainable development problems while 

developing their language skills, technological skills, citizenship 
skills and entrepreneurial skills. 

     Moving forward, the project aims to allow students to 
continue their process of collaborative inquiry, deepening their 
understanding of new research questions and improving their 

quality of explanations.



THANK YOU!
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